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For any principal bundleP, one can consider the subspace of the space of connec-
tions on its tangent bundle TP given by the tangent bundle TA of the space of
connectionsA on P. The tangent gauge group acts freely on TA. Appropriate
BRST operators are introduced for quantum field theories that include as fields
elements of TA, as well as tangent vectors to the space of curvatures. As the
simplest application, the BRST symmetry of the so-calledBF-Yang–Mills theory
is described and the relevant gauge fixing conditions are analyzed. A brief account
on the topologicalBF theories is also included and the relevant Batalin–Vilkovisky
operator is described. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0022-2488~98!00802-0#

I. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we study the BRST complexes arising from the action of the~iterated! tangent
bundle of the group of gauge transformationsG on the~iterated! tangent bundle of the space of
connectionsA.

Our main original motivation for such a study was the understanding of the BRST and the
Batalin–Vilkovisky ~BV! structure of four-dimensionalBF theories. These topological theories
have been shown1 to be strictly related to the four-dimensional Yang–Mills theory.

Let us first recall whatBF action functionals are in both three and four dimensions. We
consider ‘‘space–time’’ to be given by a closed, oriented Riemannian manifoldM with a gauge
structure given by aG-principal bundleP with baseM . The groupG is a simple compact
connected Lie group@typically SU~N!# with Lie algebra denoted byg. Unless otherwise stated, the
forms we are considering onM will take values in the adjoint bundle and hence their local
expression will take values ing.

When M[M3 is a three-dimensionalspace, then the most known topological theory is that
defined in terms of the Chern–Simons action functional,

CS~A![E
M3

Tr~A∧dA1 1
3A∧@A,A# !,

whereA is ~the local expression of! a connection onP(M ,G).
We can also introduce a fieldB̂ given by a 1-form. The 1-formA1tB̂ is again a connection.
The three-dimensional topologicalBF action functional is then defined in terms of the Chern–

Simons action functional by

SBF,t~A,B̂![
1

2t
~CS~A1tB̂!2CS~A2tB̂!!5E

M3
TrS 2~B̂∧FA!1

t2

3
B̂∧@B̂,B̂# D , ~I.1!
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whereFA denotes the curvature ofA andt is a real parameter. The action functional~I.1! is called
the BF action functional with cosmological constant.2

In the limit t→0 we obtain, up to a factor 2, the so-calledpure BF action functional,

SBF5E
M3

Tr~B̂∧FA!.

One can define observables related to links inM3 for both SBF,t andSBF ; it has been shown in
Ref. 2 that the corresponding expectation values give the coefficients of the Homfly–Jones poly-
nomials in the first case and are related to the Alexander–Conway polynomials in the second case.

In four dimensionswe first consider the topological Chern action functional

E
M

Tr~FA∧FA!.

Then we consider a fieldB given by a 2-form. The four-dimensional topologicalBF action
functional (with cosmological constant)is then defined as

SBF,t[
1

2t EM
Tr„~FA1tB!∧~FA1tB!2FA∧FA…5E

M
TrS B∧FA1

t

2
B∧BD , ~I.2!

and again thepure BF action functional SBF is defined as the limit of the above one whent goes
to 0.

In four dimensions one may also start with the Yang–Mills action functional

SYM5E
M

Tr~FA∧* FA!,

where* is the Hodge operator.~We omit the coupling constant here.!
The correspondingBF-Yang–Mills (BFYM) action functional reads

SBFYM, t[E
M

TrS B∧FA1
t

2
B∧* BD , ~I.3!

whose limit t→0 gives again the pureBF action functional.
When t51, ~I.3! is equivalent, by Gaussian integration, to the Yang–Mills action functional.
When t50, ~I.3! has an extra-symmetry, namely, the translationB→B1dAt wheret is a

1-form. In order to extend this symmetry for a generict and carry on the perturbative expansion
around the critical solutions for theBF-Yang–Mills theory, it is necessary to deform the action
functional ~I.3! into the following action functional:

SBFYM, h,t[E
M

TrS B∧FA1
t

2
~B2dAh!∧* ~B2dAh! D . ~I.4!

Hereh is a 1-form and the new symmetry reads, for a generic 1-formt,

B→B1dAt, h→h1t. ~I.5!

It is now possible to show that in perturbation theory, the action functional~I.4! is equivalent to
the Yang–Mills action functional and we refer to Ref. 1 for such a discussion.

By now it is clear, just by inspecting all the action functionals written above, that in both the
three- and the four-dimensionalBF theories, the fieldB̂ and, respectively,B belong to some
tangent space to the space of fields; the connections in three dimensions and the curvatures in four.

Some care is to be applied in four dimensions, for the space of ‘‘curvatures’’ is not the space
of fields where one performs the functional integration.
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Specifically, in theBFYM theories with action functional~I.4!, one works with triples
(A,h,B) where the pair (A,h) belongs to the tangent bundle of the space of connections andB is
a tangent vector atFA to the vector space of 2-forms.

The relevant BRST cohomology should accommodate both the gauge invariance and the
invariance under translations~I.5!; the latter condition implies that eventually no physical quantity
should depend on the fieldh; that is, the theory should behave like a topological field theory as far
as the fieldh is concerned.

The existence of such a BRST cohomology isa priori not obvious; the purpose of this paper
is to describe in details such a BRST cohomology, which is nothing but a straightforward exten-
sion of the BRST cohomology arising from the action of the tangent gauge group on the tangent
bundle of connections.

The plan of the paper is as follows:
In Sec. II we recall some aspects of the topological field theories of cohomological type as

discussed in Ref. 3.
In Secs. III and IV we study the space of connections of the tangent bundle of a principal

bundle~tangent connections! and the relevant gauge group.
In Secs. V and VI we discuss the BRST cohomology arising from the action of the tangent

gauge group on the tangent bundle of connections.
In Sec. VII we show that it is possible to extend the above BRST operator to the 2-formB.
In Sec. VIII we show that the construction can be indefinitely iterated by including 2n 2-forms

Bi , 2n 1-formsh i and the relevant ghosts.
In Sec. IX we consider the BV construction corresponding to the action functional~I.2!.
In Sec. X we discuss the orbit space and the moduli space relevant to the action functional

~I.4!.
Some of the results of Secs. VI, VII, X have been anticipated in Ref. 1.
As a final remark, we notice that the 2-formB in four-dimensionalBF theories can be

interpreted geometrically as a tangent vector to the space of connections over the following
bundle.

Take the spaceP A(P) of ~free! horizontal paths onP with respect to a connectionA. This is
a principalG-bundle, whose base space is the space of the free paths onM . The initial-point map
ev0 :P A(P)→P is a bundle morphism, soev0* A is a connection onP A(P). Any form B
PV2(M ,ad P), once integrated over the paths, represents a tangent vector to the space of con-
nections onP A(P). The computation of the relevant holonomies allows us to define observables
corresponding to imbedded tori in a~simply connected! 4-manifold M , for which expectation
values with respect to the differentBF action functionals can be computed. We refer to a separate
paper4 for such a discussion.

II. SYMMETRIES IN GAUGE AND TOPOLOGICAL FIELD THEORIES

In this section we review some well known facts concerning gauge invariance in topological
~cohomological! theories and in Yang–Mills theories and the BRST structure of such theories.

The main symmetry group we are considering is the gauge groupG that acts on the spaceA
of ~irreducible! smooth connections onP. We assume that we have dividedG by its center, so
that G acts freely onA yielding the principal bundle of gauge-orbits.

As usual, we denote by adP the associated bundleP3Adg and byV* (M ,ad P) the graded
Lie algebra of tensorial form onP of the adjoint type, or equivalently, of forms onM with values
in ad P. For anyAPA the covariant exterior derivative will be a linear map,

dA :V* ~M ,ad P!→V* 11~M ,ad P!.

The spaceA is an affine space and its tangent space TAA is the vector spaceV1(M ,ad P).
A quantity ~observable, action functional! is gauge invariant if it is invariant under the action

of the groupG . It is moreover independent of the connection if it is invariant under the translation
group V1(M ,ad P). In quantum field theories one may wish to consider simultaneously both
kinds of invariance.

In this case one is naturally led to consider the semidirect product

1318 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 39, No. 3, March 1998 Cattaneo, Cotta-Ramusino, and Rinaldi
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G T,G ›V1~M ,ad P!. ~II.1!

In this group the product of two elements (g1 ,r1) and (g2 ,r2) is defined by

~g1 ,r1!~g2 ,r2!5~g1g2 ,Adg
2
21r11r2!.

HeregiPG andr iPV1(M ,ad P).
The groupG T acts on the space of connections as follows:

A•~g,r!5Ag1r, ~II.2!

whereAg denotes the gauge-transformed connection.
This action is not free since (g,A2Ag)PG T leaves the connectionA fixed. At the infinitesi-

mal level, we see that the freedom of the action is missing since we have nontrivial solutions of
the equation

r1dAx50, rPVM1~M ,ad P!, xPV0~M ,ad P!,

wheredA is the covariant exterior derivative.
From a field-theoretical point of view, dealing with a symmetry that does not correspond to a

free action is troublesome since a gauge fixing mechanism and a consistent definition of ghost
fields may not be available.

The cure for this problem is to requirer to belong to a complementary space of the image of
dA :V0(M ,ad P)→V1(M ,ad P). In other words we have to choose aconnection on the bundle of
gauge orbits,

A°
A

G
. ~II.3!

Choosing such a connection is also calledfixing the gauge. We denote the above connection
on the bundle of gauge orbits by the symbolc.

In turn any connectionc on A, determines a connection on the bundle

P3A

G
°M3

A

G
. ~II.4!

In fact the 1-form onP3A given by

~A1c!~p,A!~X,h!,A~X!p1c~h!~A,p! , XPTpP,hPTAA ~II.5!

defines aG -invariant connection onP3A,5 i.e., a connection on the principalG-bundle~II.4!.
The exterior derivative on forms onP3A which are of order (k,s) ~i.e., of orderk as forms

on P and orders as forms onA! can be written asdtot5d1(21)kd, whered andd are the exterior
derivatives onP and A, respectively. Analogously we set the following convention for the
commutator:

@v1 , v2#5~21!k1k21s1s211@v2 , v1#,

where (ki ,si) denotes the order of the formv i . As a consequence we have the following expres-
sion for the total exterior covariant derivative,

dA1c5dA1~21!kdc , ~II.6!

wherek denotes again the order of the form onP. In particular we have to remember Eq.~II.6!
when computing curvatures and their Bianchi identity.

The order of a form with respect to the spaceA is called theghost number.
The operatord ~or some of its restrictions or extensions! is as an example of what in quantum

field theory is called a BRST~or a BRS! operator; it describes the symmetry of the fields that one
considers in the theory.
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We have in mind essentially two cases.
The first case is that of thetopological field theoryà la Baulieau–Singer3 or, according to

Witten’s terminology,6 of a cohomological field theory. In this case the theory has no degrees of
freedom and the action functional is invariant under~infinitesimal! translations of the space of
fields. The corresponding BRST operator is then the exterior derivative on the space of fields~A
in the previous case!.

The second case is that of a field theory~generally not topological! in which there is a
symmetry group acting on the space of fields and the theory is only required to be invariant under
such a symmetry group. In this last case the BRST operator is just the restriction of the exterior
derivative on the space of fields to the orbits of that symmetry group.

In the Yang–Mills theory, the BRST operator is the exterior derivative along the gauge orbits.
Mixed cases will also~and especially! be considered in this paper, namely, theories for which

the BRST operator is the exterior derivative for some of the fields and the derivative along the
fibers ~orbits! for other fields.

We may say that these theories are ‘‘semitopological’’ or topological in some fields and
nontopological in others. We use this terminology, even though topological field theories are not
only those of cohomological type.

In a topological theory~of the cohomological type! defined for an even-dimensional space, the
typical action functional is defined in terms of characteristic classes, so is independent of the
choice of the connection.

Let us come back to the Baulieu–Singer theory. Such a theory is invariant under translations
in the space of connections, the action functional is represented by characteristic classes, and the
field equations are obtained by considering the structure equation for the connection~II.5! and the
relevant Bianchi identities.

The structure equations read

FA1c1f5dAA1dAc1 1
2@c, c#2dA1dc, ~II.7!

where the left-hand side gives the various components of the curvature of the connection~II.5!;
FA ,c,f are respectively forms of degree~2,0!, ~1,1!, and~0,2! on the product space,

P3A.

The previous equation can be rewritten as

dA5dAc2c, dc52 1
2@c, c#1f. ~II.8!

Notice that the formc is minus the projection ofV1(M ,ad P) onto the horizontal subspace at
A.

The Bianchi identity defines the transformation properties ofc andf ~andFA!,

dc5dAf2@c, c#, df5@f, c#, ~II.9!

dAFA50, dFA5@FA , c#2dAc. ~II.10!

By comparing the first equation in~II.8! with the action~II.2!, we see that we have success-
fully turned around the problem of the nonfreedom of the action~II.2!.

As was recalled before, theYang–Mills theory, as opposed to the previous topological theory,
involves the restriction of the transformation~II.8! to the orbit passing throughAPA. The
relevant equations are then

dA5dAc, dc52 1
2@c, c#, ~II.11!

wherec in ~II.11! is now theMaurer–Cartan formon G , andd is the exterior derivative onG or,
more precisely, on theG -orbit passing throughA.

The equations~II.11! are the classical BRST equations.7

A final remark is in order. Whenever we have a nonfree action of a group over a manifold, one
is naturally led to consider the corresponding equivariant cohomology. In our case the group isG T
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with its nonfree action onA. But G T is the semidirect product of an Abelian~contractible!
subgroupV1(M ,ad P) timesG , which behaves in many ways like a ‘‘compact group’’ and acts
freely on ~the contractible space! A.

So one has just to consider this last action, or the cohomology of the principal bundle~II.4!
~which in turn is just the equivariant cohomology corresponding to the nonfree action ofG on P!.

In the following sections we will extend this procedure by considering the action of the
tangent bundle of the gauge group~which also is a Lie group! on the tangent space to the space of
connections. This may look irrelevant from a purely topological point of view since, as will be
recalled below, the tangent gauge group is again the semidirect product ofG times an Abelian
contractible group. This implies that the classifying spaces for the gauge group and for its tangent
bundle are homotopically equivalent.

But the BRST structure of the tangent gauge group will show an interesting degree of flex-
ibility, due exactly to the fact that there is a large Abelian normal subgroup of the tangent gauge
group. This will allow us to include into the BRST algebra the 2-form fieldsB of the four-
dimensionalBF theories.

However, before doing so, we need to discuss some basic facts of the differential geometry of
the tangent bundle of a principal bundle.

III. TANGENT PRINCIPAL BUNDLES AND THEIR GAUGE GROUPS

Let G be a Lie group and letg its Lie algebra. The tangent bundle TG is a Lie group with
respect to the multiplication given by the tangent map of the multiplicationm:G3G°G

Tm:TG3TG°TG.

Explicitly this multiplication is given by

~k,uk!~h,vh![~kh,kvh1ukh! k,hPG;ukPTkG;vhPThG.

Here the right and left multiplications of a vector by an element ofG denote the push-forward of
the corresponding multiplications inG.

Since we can represent any vectoruk asuk5kx for a uniquexPg5TeG, there is an isomor-
phism

TG→̃G›g, ~k,uk! ~k,k21uk! ~III.1!

and on the semidirect productG›g the product of two elements is defined as

~k,x!~h,y![~kh,Adh21~x!1y! k,hPG;x,yPg.

The inverse of the element (k,x)P(G›g) is given by

~k,x!215~k21,2Adk~x!!, ~III.2!

and the conjugation onG›g is given by

~k,x!~h,y!~k,x!215~khk21,AdkAdh21~x!1Adk~y!2Adk~x!!. ~III.3!

The adjoint action ofG›g on T(e,0)(G›g)5g3g is given by

Ad~k,z!~x,y!5~Adk~x!,Adk~@z,x#1y!!, ~III.4!

whereas the commutator is given by

@~x1 ,y1!, ~x2 ,y2!#5~@x1 , y2#,@x1 , y2#1@y1 , x2# !. ~III.5!

So Lie(TG) is isomorphic as a Lie algebra to the semidirect sumg% sg. We now consider a
G-principal bundleP°M , with base spaceM . Its tangent bundle is a TG-principal bundle with
right action of TG on TP given by the tangent map to the right actionR:P3G°P,
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TR:TP3TG°TP,
~III.6!

~~p,X!,~k,uk!! ~pk,Xk1puk!.

Here and in what follows,Xk and puk ~with pPP, XPTpP, kPG, ukPTkG! are simplified
notations for the partial tangent maps T1R:TP3G→TP and T2R:P3TG→TP. We now rewrite
the previous action, by considering the isomorphism~III.1!. If ( k,x)PG›g, andi (x) denotes the
fundamental vector field inP generated byxPg, then the action~III.6! becomes

~p,X!~k,x!5~pk,Xk1 i ~x!upk!. ~III.7!

It is easy to check directly that~III.7! defines a good action

@~p,X!~k,x!#~h,y!5~pkh,~Xk!h1~ i ~x!upk!h1 i ~y!upkh!

5~pkh,X~kh!1 i ~Adh21x!upkh1 i ~y!upkh!

5~p,X!@~k,x!~h,y!#.

The action~III.7! is free and moreoverp:TP°TM is a (G›g)-principal fiber bundle.
We now shift to the infinite-dimensional case. We consider the tangent bundle TG of the

group of gauge transformations.
This can be identified with the semidirect product ofG ›V0(M ,ad P), where the product of

two elements is defined by

~g1 ,z1!~g2 ,z2!5~g1g2 ,Adg
2
21z11z2!. ~III.8!

Its Lie algebra is given by the semidirect sumV0(M ,ad P) % sV
0(M ,ad P) whose commutator is

defined as follows:

@~x1 ,z1!, ~x2 ,z2!#5~@x1 , x2#,@x1 , z2#1@z1 , z2# !.

The tangent map to the action ofG on A defines the action of TG on TA;A

3V1(M ,ad P) as follows:

~A,h!•~g,z!5~Ag,Adg21~h!1dAgz!. ~III.9!

The fundamental vector field at (A,h)PTA corresponding to (x,z)PLie(TG ) is given by

~dAx ,@h, x#1dAz!. ~III.10!

The action~III.9! is free when we understand that only irreducible connections onP are taken
into account and that the groupG has been divided by its center.

A gauge transformationfor TP is, by definition, a map

f :TP→G›g such thatf @~p,X!~k,x!#5~k,x!21f ~p,X!~k,x!.

We have the following:
Theorem III.1: The tangent bundleTG of the gauge Lie groupG is a proper subgroup of the

group G TP of gauge transformations forTP.
Proof of Theorem III.1:We consider the tangent map to the evaluation mapev:P3G→G at

(g,x)PG ›V0(M ,ad P);TG .
It is a map,

TP→G›g,

given by

~g~p!,g21 dg~p,X!1x~p!!PG›g,
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where we have to remember that the logarithmic derivativeg21 dg is a map defined on TP with
values ing.

In order to show that it is a gauge transformation for TP, it is enough to see that for any
(p,X)PTP and (k,x)PG›g we have the equation,

g21 dg$~p,X!~k,x!%5g21 dg$~pk,Xk1 i ~x!upk!%

5Adk21@g21 dg~p,X!#1x2Adk21Adg21~p!Adkx

5p2~Ad~k,x!21$g21 dg~p,X!%!,

wherep2 :g% sg→g is the projection onto the second component. For anyhPV1(M ,ad P) and
for any (g,x)PG ›Lie(G ) the map

~p,X! ~g~p!,g21 dg~p,X!1x~p!1h~p,X!!

is also a gauge transformation on TP and this shows that the inclusion TG �G TP is proper. h

We have also shown that the groupG TP includes the groupG aff of affine gauge transforma-
tions, defined as the semidirect product TG ›V1(M ,ad P), whose elements are triples (g,x,h)
PG ›V0(M ,ad P)›V1(M ,ad P). The product of two such triples is given by

~g1 ,x1 ,t1!~g2 ,x2 ,t2!5~g1g2 ,Adg
2
21x11x2 ,Adg

2
21t11t2 ,!. ~III.11!

The Lie algebra ofG aff is

~V0~M ,ad P! % sV0~M ,ad P!! % sV
1~M ,ad P!

and the relevant commutator is given by

@~z1 ,x1 ,t1!,~z2 ,x2 ,t2!#5~@z1 , z2#,@z1 , x2#1@x1 , z2#,@z1 , t2#1@t1 , z2# !.

IV. TANGENT CONNECTIONS

Now we discuss the structure of the space of connections of the principal TG-bundle TP.
For any manifoldM we can consider its double tangent bundle TTM ,

Let us consider a rectangle inM centered atx, i.e., a C2-map xI :@a,b#3@a8,b8#°M , with
(0,0)P(a,b)3(a8,b8), xI (0,0)5x. We will denote bys and t the two variables and by a prime
the derivative with respect tos, by a dot the derivative with respect tot. A tangent vector in TTM
at (xI (0,0),xI 8(0,0)) can be represented as (xİ (0,0),(dx8/dt)(0,0)). When it is not otherwise speci-
fied, the derivatives are understood to be computed at~0,0!. Notice that two rectangles are meant
to be equivalent if they have the same first order derivatives as well as the mixed derivatives of
order 2. Everything that follows is defined on the equivalence classes. Identifying double tangents
with equivalence classes of rectangles provides us also with a~noncanonical! extension of the
double tangent vector to the image of the rectangle.

In our notation we have, for a given@xI #PT TM , TpM@xI #5xİ andpTM@xI #5xI 8.
There is a canonical involutionaM :T TM°T TM given by

aMS x,xI 8,xİ ,
dxI 8

dt D5S x,xİ ,xI 8,
dxİ

dsD . ~IV.1!
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It is well known8 that for any connectionA on P, one can induce a connectionÅ on TP. If pI is
any rectangle inP centered atp, then Å is, by definition, the 1-form on TP with values ing

% sg, given by

Åp,pI 8S pİ ,
dpI 8

dt D 5S Ap~pİ !,
d

dsU
s50

@ApI ~s,0!~pİ ~s,0!!# D . ~IV.2!

Notice that the canonical involution has been used in the definition of the above connection.
A more general connection on TP can be obtained by considering the evaluation map,

ev:A3TP→g,

~A;p,X! Ap~X!. ~IV.3!

The tangent map of~IV.3!

Tev:TA3TTP→g% sg, ~IV.4!

evaluated at (A,h)PTA and composed with the canonical involutionaP gives a connection on
TP. In fact we have the following:

Theorem IV.1: For any (A,h)PTA, the 1-formv(A,h) on TP given by

v~A,h!~@pI # ![Tev~A,h;aP@pI # !5S Ap~pİ !,
d

dsU
s50

ApI ~s,0!~pİ ~s,0!!1h~pİ ! D ~IV.5!

defines a connection onTP.
Proof of Theorem IV.1:The adjoint action of the group on its Lie algebra, extends, in an

obvious way, to Lie-algebra valued forms. So we have a natural map ad:G3V* (P,g)°V* (P,g)
and its derivative T adG5adTG @see~III.4!#. If we consider again the derivative in the first variable
of the right multiplication onP, i.e., the map T1R:TP3G→TP and we denote byDG :G→G
3G the diagonal map inG and by pV :V3U→V the projection onV for any pair of spaces
(V,U), then the ad-equivariance of the connections is given by the following equation:

ev+pA3TP5ev+~ad3T1R!+~I3DG!:A3TP3G→g, ~IV.6!

where the evaluation map is given by~IV.3!. The derivative of both sides of~IV.6! gives

Tev+pTA3TTP5Tev+~adTG3T1R!+~I3DTG!. ~IV.7!

The equivariance of~IV.5! follows when we notice that

T T1R5aP+T1TR+aP :T TP3TG→T TP,

whereaP is the canonical involution. Finally we notice that the differencev(A,h)2Å evaluated
at @pI # gives h( ṗI ). But the projection TpP applied to the fundamental vector field in (p,X)
PTP determined by (a,b)Pg% sg yields i (a)p , i.e., the fundamental vector field inP corre-
sponding toa evaluated atp. The theorem follows from the fact thatÅ is a connection andh is
a tensorial 1-form. h

When we consider the inclusion

i:P�TP, i~p!5~p,0!, ~IV.8!

then the pullback of the connectionv(A,h) via ~IV.8! is simply given by

@i* v~A,h!#p~X!5~A~X!p ,h~X!p!Pg% sg, XPTpP. ~IV.9!

Also we have the following:
Theorem IV.2: The inclusion ofTA into the space of connections ofTP is proper.
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Proof of Theorem IV.2:The bundle TA can be identified with an affine space modeled on

V1~M ,ad P! % V1~M ,ad P!;V1~M ,ad P% ad P!,

while the space of connections on TP can be identified with an affine space modeled on
V1(TM ,ad TP). The theorem is proved when we notice that the projectionM→TM determines
a proper inclusion ofV* (M ) into V* (TM ) and that the pair of projections TP→P, TG→G
determines

~1! a homomorphism of the TG-principal bundle TP3g3g→ad TP ~where the left TG-adjoint
action ong3g is considered! onto theG-principal bundleP3g3g→ad P% ad P ~where the
left G-adjoint action ong3g is considered!, and hence

~2! a proper inclusion of the space of sectionsG(ad P% ad P) into the space of sections
G(ad TP). h

Two final remarks are in order.
~A! By iterating the procedure, we obtain an inclusion

TnA~P!�A~TnP!,
where Tn denotes then-iterated tangent bundle andA~•! denotes the space of connections of
a given principal bundle.

~B! When we consider only irreducible connections, thenA°A/G is a principal bundle and so
is TnA°TnA/TnG .

V. TOPOLOGICAL FIELD THEORIES FOR TANGENT PRINCIPAL BUNDLES

Here we want to extend the topological field theory discussed in Sec. II to the case when the
principal bundle is thetangent bundleTP. The purpose of this section is to write the BRST
equations for this case.

Here we will consider only those special connections for TP that are determined by elements
of TA, i.e., by pairs (A,h) whereA is a connection onP andh is any element ofV1(M ,ad P).

In analogy with the discussion of Sec. II we will begin by including, among the admissible
symmetries, besides the tangent gauge group TG , the full translation group on the affine space
TA.

Namely, we want to consider the action of the group TG T @tangent bundle of the groupG T

defined in~II.1!# on TA. This action is given by the derivative of~II.2!

TA3TG T→TA,
~V.1!

~A,h!~g,r,j,t! ~Ag1r,Adg21h1dAgj1t!.

Since~II.2! is not free, neither is~V.1!.
We have an obvious infinite-dimensional analog of Theorem IV.1,
Theorem V.1: Any pair (c,ĉ) where c is a connection on (II.3) and cˆ is a tangent vector to

the space of connections on (II.3), defines a connectionv(c,ĉ) on

TA°
TA

TG
. ~V.2!

Explicitly ĉ is an assignment to each connectionAPA of a map
ĉA :V1(M ,ad P)°V0(M ,ad P) with the property ofG -equivariance,

ĉAg~Adg21t!5Adg21~ ĉA~t!!,

and of tensoriality

Im~dAuV0~M ,ad P!!,ker~ ĉA!.

In physicsĉ is an infinitesimal variation of the gauge fixing.
By using the same notation of the previous theorem, we have also the following:
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Theorem V.2: The pair (c,ĉ) determines a connection on theTG principal bundleTP
3TA→TM3TA that is TG -invariant, i.e., determines a connection on the principal
TG-bundle,

TP3TA

TG
°TM3

TA

TG
. ~V.3!

If we consider a rectangle (@pI #,@AI #) on TP3TA centered at (p,A)PP3A, with X5 ṗI , and

h5ȦI , then the explicit expression of such a connection at (p,X,A,h)PTP3TA is given by

v~A,h!~@pI # !1v~c,ĉ!~@AI # !, ~V.4!

where the notation here is completely analogous to the one of Theorem IV.1.
A simple calculation shows
Theorem V.3: When we identify the double tangent bundleT TA with A

3V1(M ,ad P)33, then the connection determined by(c,ĉ) is a map

~A,h,g,s! S cA~g!,
d

ds U
s50

cA1sh~g!1 ĉA~g!1cA~s! D .

From now on we set

jA,h~g![
d

dsU
s50

cA1sh~g!1 ĉA~g!. ~V.5!

Since space–time for us isM and not TM , we want to avoid dealing with forms on TP, as
opposed to forms onP.

We consider then again the inclusion map~IV.8! P→TP and establish the following:
Convention i: All the forms onTP3TA are pulled back to forms on P3TA.
In the use of Convention i we should be aware that, even though~IV.8! is a morphism of

principal bundles, the pullback of a connection on TP3TA is not ~strictly speaking! a connection
on P3TA. It is a (g% sg)-valued 1-form that would become a connection only if we decided to
disregard the second copy ofg.

Moreover, when considering the decomposition TA;A3V1(M ,ad P) we also assume the
following:

Convention ii: We will omit the components of the forms on P3TA which have degree
higher than 0 as forms onV1(M ,ad P).

When we assume both the previous conventions, then the connection~V.4! becomes the
following (g% sg)-valued 1-form onP3A, depending onhPV1(M ,ad P),

~A1c;h1j!p,A,h~X,g![~Ap~X!1cA~g!;hp~X!1jA,h~g!!, XPTpP,gPTAA, ~V.6!

where~V.5! has been used.
We will, in the future, refer to~V.6! as a ‘‘connection’’ with an associate ‘‘covariant exterior

derivative,’’ ‘‘curvature’’ and ‘‘Bianchi identities;’’ but, as has been explained above, this will
clearly be an abuse of language.

The covariant exterior derivative for (g% sg)-valued forms onP3A is given by

d~A,h!16d~c,j! . ~V.7!

More precisely the covariant exterior derivative applied to the pair ofg-valued forms (v,v8),
with degree (k,k8) as forms onP, is given by

~dAv1~21!kdv1~21!k@c, v#,dAv81~21!k8dv81@h1~21!kj ,v#1@~21!k8c, v8# !,

~V.8!
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where we used~III.5!. The curvature of~V.6! is a (g% sg)-valued 2-form onP3A which we can
compute in a similar way as

~FA1c1f; dAh1c̃1f̃ !, ~V.9!

where (FA ,dAh), (c,c̃) and (f,f̃) are, respectively, the~2,0!, the ~1,1! and the~0,2! compo-
nents.

We now compute explicitly the structure equation and the Bianchi identities.
First we obtain once again the Eqs.~II.8!, ~II.9!, and~II.10!.
The structure equations give moreover

c̃52dh1dAj1@h, c#, ~V.10!

f̃5dj1@c, j#. ~V.11!

Finally the Bianchi identities for the second component of the curvature give

dc̃52@c̃, c#1dAf̃1@h, f#2@j, f#, df̃5@f̃, c#1@f, j#. ~V.12!

So we have:
Theorem V.4: The transformations for the set of fields A,h,c,j,c,f,c̃,f̃ given by the

components of the connection (V.6) and the curvature (V.9) are as follows:

dA5dAc2c, ~V.13!

dh52c̃1dAj1@h, c#, ~V.14!

dFA52dAc1@FA , c#, ~V.15!

d~dAh!52dAc̃1@FA , j#1@dAh, c#2@c, h#, ~V.16!

dc52 1
2@c, c#1f, ~V.17!

dj5f̃2@c, j#, ~V.18!

dc5dAf2@c, c#, ~V.19!

dc̃52@c̃, c#1dAf̃1@h, f#2@j, c#, ~V.20!

df5@f, c#, ~V.21!

df̃5@f̃, c#1@f, j#. ~V.22!

The transformation laws in Theorem V.4 show how to overcome the problem of the lack of
freedom of~V.1!. As before the key element has been the introduction of a~equivariant! cobound-
ary operator relevant to a principal bundle~in this case~V.3!!.

VI. RESTRICTIONS TO THE ORBITS

Two possible fiber imbeddings can be considered,

j A :G �A, j A~g!5Ag, ~VI.1!

j ~A,h! :TG �TA, j ~A,h!~g,x!5~Ag,Adg21~h!1dAgx!. ~VI.2!

First we can pull back the bundle

P3TA°M3TA ~VI.3!
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to

P3TG °M3TG

via ~VI.2!.
Then we pull back the 1-form (c,j) ~without changing notation!. This form then becomes the

Maurer–Cartan form on TG , and the structure equations and Bianchi identities become simply

dA5dAc, dc52 1
2@c, c#, dj52@c,j#, dh5dAj1@h, c#. ~VI.4!

This is the generalization to the tangent bundle of the ordinary BRST equations.7

Starting from~VI.1! we obtain another restriction that will allow us to have a BRST symmetry
that includes the 2-form fieldB considered in four-dimensionalBF theories.

We begin by noticing that the groupG aff considered in Sec. III is the right symmetry group
for the action functional~I.4!. Here the action ofG aff on triples (A,h,B) with (A,h)PTA and
BPV2(M ,adP) is defined as follows@Notice that this action ofG aff on TA doesnot coincide
with the restriction of the action ofG TP on A(TP).#

~A,h!•~g,z,t!5~Ag,t1Adg21h1dAgz!, ~VI.5!

B•~g,z,t!5Adg21B1dAgt1dAg
2 z. ~VI.6!

The groupG aff is just a subgroup of TG T since we have

G aff[ j * ~TG T!,

where j is the inclusionj :G �G T . The action~VI.5! is the corresponding restriction of~V.1!.
Requiring the invariance under the group of affine gauge transformations is tantamount to

considering a‘‘semitopological’’ field theory where both the invariance underTG and the inde-
pendency of the choice of the tangent vectorhPTAA is considered.

To turn around the problem of the nonfreedom of~VI.5! we proceed along the same lines of
the previous section.

First, we consider the pulled-back bundlej A* TA and pull back to it the 1-form (c,j) ~again
without changing notation!.

Now, as in~VI.4!, c becomes the Maurer–Cartan form onG , but j, differently from ~VI.4!,
does not become any more the second component of the Maurer–Cartan form on TG . The form
j is defined as in~V.5!, provided that the connection onP belongs to theG -orbit passing through
A.

The corresponding pulled-back ‘‘connection’’ on the bundle

P3 j A* TA°M3 j A* TA, ~VI.7!

is written again as

~A1c,h1j! ~VI.8!

and the corresponding ‘‘curvature’’ is

~FA ,dAh1c̃1f̃ !. ~VI.9!

The Bianchi identities become

@d~A,h!6d~c,j!#~FA ,dAh1c̃1f̃ !50

and altogether we obtain~see Ref. 1!
Theorem VI.1: The transformation laws for the set of fields A,h,c,j,c̃,f̃ given by the

components of the connection (VI.8) and of the curvature (VI.9) are as follows:

dA5dAc, ~VI.10!
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dh52c̃1dAj1@h, c#, ~VI.11!

dFA5@FA , c#, ~VI.12!

d~dAh!52dAc̃1@FA , j#1@dAh, c#, ~VI.13!

dc52 1
2@c, c#, ~VI.14!

dj5f̃2@c, j#, ~VI.15!

dc̃52@c̃, c#1dAf̃, ~VI.16!

df̃5@f̃, c#. ~VI.17!

By comparing~VI.10!, ~VI.11! with ~VI.5! we see that also this last BRST operatord allowed
us to overcome the problem of the lack of freedom of~VI.5!. We have still to find how to read in
our BRST complex the transformations of the fieldB corresponding to the action~VI.6!. This will
accomplished in the next section.

VII. A BRST COMPLEX THAT INCLUDES 2-FORMS

Now we will show that the BRST operatord can consistently be extended to an operators
satisfying s250 and that a double complex with operators (d,s) can be constructed with the
following properties:

~1! s acts on the spaceV2(M ,ad P);
~2! the gauge-equivariance is preserved, and
~3! the equations considered in Theorem VI.1 are preserved.

We use the synthetic notationB,V2(M ,ad P) and consider the tangent bundle TB

;V2(M ,ad P)3V2(M ,ad P).
The groupG acts onA3B yielding aG -principal bundle. Moreover, the tangent map to the

above action gives TA3TB the structure of a TG -principal bundle.
Explicitly this last action is given by

~A,h;C,E!•~g,z!5~Ag,Adg21h1dAgz;Adg21C,Adg21E1@Adg21C, z#!. ~VII.1!

It is evident that the projectionA3B°A is a morphism ofG -bundles. Therefore, the
connectionc on ~II.3! can also be considered as a connection onA3B, and the connection (c,j)
on ~V.2! is also a connection on TA3TB.

Moreover, (A1c,h1j) is a ~pulled-back! (g% sg)-valued connection on the bundle

P3TA3TB°M3TA3TB. ~VII.2!

The corresponding covariant exterior derivative is given by~V.7!. Forms onP3TA3TB

will be characterized by three indices (m,e,p) which represent the degree with respect to the three
spacesP, TA, TB. The integere is, as before, called theghost number.

The pair (C,E)PTB is a (g% sg)-valued~2,0,0!-form that is independent of TA.
We assume Convention i and Convention ii, and also the following:
Convention iii: We will omit the components of the forms on P3TA3TB which have a

degree higher than 0 as forms onTB.
Under the action of the covariant exterior derivative~V.7!, the pair (C,E) is transformed into

~dAC1@c, C#,dAE1@h, C#1@c, E#1@j, C# !, ~VII.3!

owing to the fact that (C,E) does not depend on the spaceA.
Definition VII.1: We define s to be equal tod when computed on forms over P3TA;

moreover, we set for(C,E)PTB,
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s~C,E!,~@C,c#,@C,j#1@E,c# !. ~VII.4!

We have hence sets(C,E) to be equal, up to a sign, tod (c,j)(C,E). This takes care of
requirement 2~preservation of gauge-equivariance!.

As a consequence we have

d~c,j!
2 ~C,E!5@~f,f̃ !,~C,E!#5~@f,C#,@f̃,C#1@f,E# !,

where (f,f̃) is the curvature of the connection (c,j) on the TG bundle TA. Here Convention i
and Convention ii are always assumed.

In conclusion we have:
Theorem VII.2: Let us assume Definition VII.1. The operator s is nilpotent in the following

cases:

~1! always in the case of Eqs. (VI.4);
~2! never in the case of the equations of Theorem V.4;
~3! only when pairs(0,E)PT0B are considered in the case of the equations of Theorem VI.1.

Remark VII.3: The reason why, when we consider the bundle (VII.2), we have nontrivial
solutions for the compatibility problem of Theorem VII.2, is the fact that$1%3gvG›g in an
Abelian normal subgroup.

We now translate the fieldE and define

B[E1dAh. ~VII.5!

By combining~VI.13! with ~VII.4! we find the following transformation property ofB ~see Refs.
1 and 9!:

sB52dAc̃1@FA ,j#1@B,c#. ~VII.6!

Equation~VII.6! may be added to Eqs.~VI.10!→~VI.17!, namely,

sA5dAc, sh52c̃1dAj1@h,c#,

sc52 1
2@c,c#, sj5f̃2@c,j#,

sc̃52@c̃,c#1dAf̃, sf̃5@f̃,c#.

While E is an element of T0B, B is naturally an element of TFA
B. In particular, triples

(A,h,B) are elements of the pulled-back bundle,

K* ~TA3TB!,

whereK is the curvature map

K:A°A3B, K~A!,~A,FA!. ~VII.7!

As a final remark, notice that once again we have overcome the problem of the lack of
freedom of~VI.6!.

VIII. INFINITE BRST SYMMETRIES

The procedure of the previous two sections can be iterated, so as to incorporate an arbitrary
number of fields. More precisely, given any integern we can construct field equations, similar to
those considered in the previous section, depending on a connectionA, on 2n21 fields g i

PV1(M ,ad P), on 2n fields h iPV1(M ,ad P), on 2n fields BiPV2(M ,ad P), and on the rel-
evant ghost-fields.

A binary notation turns out to be helpful to describe iterated tangent spaces. In fact given a
manifold M we will describe an elementXPTnM by a 2n-tuple as follows:
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For instance in the casen53, X000 denotes a point ofM , (X000,X001) denotes a point in TM ,
(X000,X001,X010,X011) denotes a point in TTM whose tangent vector is represented by
(X100,X101,X110,X111).

Elements in Lie(TnG) can analogously be represented as 2n-tuplesj5(j i 1,...,i n
), where each

index i p can be either 0 or 1,;pP$1,...,n%.
We now want to describe the bracket in Lie(TnG) induced by the bracket ing. We have
Theorem VIII.1: The Lie bracket ofj and h in Lie(TnG) is given by

@j,h# i 1••• i n
5 (

j i1ki5 i i
@j j 1••• j n

,hk1•••kn
#, ~VIII.1 !

where the previous notation is understood.
Proof of Theorem VIII.1:We will prove ~VIII.1 ! by induction onn. Formula~VIII.1 ! holds

for n50, i.e., for g. We assume now that it is true forn. We can represent any elementj of
Lie(Tn11G) as (j0 j 1••• j n

,j1 j 1••• j n
) where the first component represents the base point in

Lie(TnG), while the second component represents the relevant tangent vector. We can therefore
use the expression of the bracket for Lie(TG);g% sg thus getting

@~j0 j 1••• j n
,j1 j 1••• j n

!,~h0k1•••kn
,h1k1•••kn

!#5~@j0 j 1••• j n
,h0k1•••kn

#,@j0 j 1••• j n
,h1k1•••kn

#

1@j1 j 1••• j n
,h0k1•••kn

# !.

Therefore,

@j,h# i 0i 1••• i n
5 (

j i1ki5 i i
@j j 0 j 1 ...j n

, hk0k1 ...kn
#.

h

We now take into account the iterated gauge group TnG .
We can consider the Maurer–Cartan form for TnG . This is a form with values in Lie(TnG ),

so it can be represented by a vectorc with 2n components each having ghost number one.
We set c0[c0•••0 , and cI[ci 1••• i n

for I 5$ i 1 ,...,i n%Þ$0...0%, and define I 1J,$ i 1

1 j 1 ,...,i n1 j n% ~not modulo 2!.
The Maurer–Cartan equations are as follows:

dc052 1
2 @c0 ,c0#, ~VIII.2 !

dcI52
1

2 (
J1K51

@cJ , cK#. ~VIII.3 !

The group TnG acts~freely! on the iterated tangent space TnA. We denote the corresponding
fiber imbedding by

j A,g
~n! :TnG→TnA,

where (A,g) represents an element of TnA with gPV1(M ,ad P)32n21.
In this section we consistently apply Convention i, Convention ii, and Convention iii. The

equations describing the infinitesimal action of TnG and corresponding to~VI.4! are as follows:

dA5dAc0 , ~VIII.4 !
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dg I5dAcI1 (
J1K5I

@gJ , cK#. ~VIII.5 !

In analogy with~VI.7! we apply the tangent functor once more and consider the bundle

P3~ j A,g
~n! !* T~TnA!→M3~ j A,g

~n! !* T~TnA!. ~VIII.6 !

We have a vectorh with 2n components inV1(M ,ad P) with ghost number zero and a vectorj
with 2n components inV0(M ,ad P) with ghost number one. In analogy with~VI.8! on ~VIII.6 !
we have a~pulled-back! connection@We have to keep in mind that each of the four vectors
(A,g);h;c;j is a form onP3TnA with values in Lie(TnG).#

~~A,g!1c,h1j! ~VIII.7 !

with values in Lie(Tn11G).
The curvature of~VIII.7 ! is given by

~FA1dAg1 1
2@g, g#,dAh1@g, h#1c̃1f̃!, ~VIII.8 !

where theI th component of the vector@g,h# is defined to be(J1K5I@gJ ,hK#, the vectorc̃ has 2n

components inV1(M ,ad P) and ghost number one, while the vectorf̃ has 2n components,
respectively, inV0(M ,ad P) and ghost number two.

The results of the previous section, suggest us to introduce a vectorB with 2n components in
V2(M ,ad P) and ghost number zero.

By performing calculations similar to those carried on in the proof of Theorem VI.1 and
~VII.6!, we obtain the following:

Theorem VIII.2: The transformations for the set of fields A, g, h, c, j, c̃, f̃, B are given by
(VIII.2), (VIII.3), (VIII.4), (VIII.5), and

dh I52c̃ I1dAj I1 (
J1K5I

@gJ , jK#1 (
J1K5I

@hJ , cK#, ~VIII.9 !

dBI52dAc̃ I2 (
J1K5I

@gJ , c̃K#1@FA , j I #1 (
J1K5I

@dAgJ , jK#1 (
J1K5I

@BJ , cK#,

~VIII.10!

dj I5f̃ I2 (
J1K5I

@cJ , jK#, ~VIII.11!

dc̃ I52 (
J1K5I

@c̃J , cK#1dAf̃ I1 (
J1K5I

@gJ , f̃K#, ~VIII.12!

df̃ I5 (
J1K5I

@f̃J , cK#. ~VIII.13!

IX. THE BATALIN–VILKOVISKY ALTERNATIVE: TOPOLOGICAL BF THEORIES

In Secs. VI and VII we have considered the BRST structure of a field theory with fields
(A,h)PTA andBPB that is gauge invariant and can be consideredtopologicalonly as far as
the translations of the fieldh are concerned. Equivalently such a theory admits, as its basic
symmetry group, the groupG aff .

For a full topologicalBF field theory, where translations in the spaceA have to be included
as symmetries, one should consider instead the action of the groupG T on A given by~II.2! and
extended toA3B as follows:

~A,B!•~g,t!5~Ag1t,Adg21B2dAgt2 1
2@t, t#!. ~IX.1!
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Notice that~IX.1! implies that the action ofG T on B1FA is simply the adjoint action ofG .
An example of such a theory is given by the action functional~I.2! when t51, i.e., by

SBF,15E
M

Tr~FA∧B1 1
2B∧B!. ~IX.2!

Again the action~IX.1! is not free, but now this problem cannot be solved by considering the
coboundary~BRST! operator of a principal bundle.

In fact one would have to extend the coboundary operatord defined on~II.4! to a nilpotent
operators acting onB, while preserving the gauge equivariance.

This would mean to consider a covariant derivative acting onB corresponding to a connec-
tion c on A. The requirement of the nilpotency of such an operator would then be equivalent to
the requirement that, for anyBPB, the following condition should hold:

@f, B#50, ~IX.3!

wheref is the curvature ofc.
But we know that condition~IX.3! is not satisfied.
The so-called Batalin–Vilkovisky mechanism10 now comes into the picture by providing us

with a nilpotent coboundary operator that has the same properties of a coboundary operator for a
principal bundle.

The price we have to pay is that we have to introduce fields with negative ghost-number or,
equivalently, that we have to consider fields that depend explicitly on the~functional integral with
respect to the! action that we are considering.

The functional integralformally provides us with a volume form on the space of fields

v[exp~2S!* 1[exp~2S!P
x
DA~x!DB~x!, ~IX.4!

whereS is the action functional~IX.2!. The understanding that such a volume form exists is at the
heart of the Batalin–Vilkovisky mechanism, which is the same to say that the Batalin–Vilkovisky
mechanism is a device that allowsintegration by parts in field theories.

Let us denote byF the ‘‘manifold’’ given by P jPxPMF j (x), where$F j% is the set of all
fields of the theory~e.g.,Ab,Bc,ca,cd,fe, with c,c,f being defined as in Sec. II! and the indices
a,b,c,d,e labeling a basis for the Lie algebrag. We work here in local coordinates as far as the
bundleP(M ,G) is concerned.

We denote by the symbolB* the ~g-valued! contraction with respect to the vector field
corresponding to the coordinateBa(x), xPM of the ‘‘manifold’’ F. Namely, we set

~B* !a,
]

]Ba~x!
. ~IX.5!

Being the ghost number defined as the degree of a form onF ~and particularly on the space of
connectionsA!, a vector field onF will have ghost number21. More generally, given a fields
with form degreek ~on M ! and ghost numbers, its antifields* will have form degree 42k and
ghost number2s21. The duality between thes ands* will be given by the following condition:

$~s* !a~x!,sb~y!%5db
ad~x2y!,

where the Dirac volume formd on M has been used, and$–,–% denotes the Poisson bracket for the
cotangent bundleT* F, which is mapped onto the tangent bundle via the metric~which gives the
*-operator!.

We now denote byd the exterior derivative onF. By definition ofB* we have

d~B* ~* 1!!50

and so

d~B* v!5~2B~x!2FA~x!!v;
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in other words we have the formal equation

d~B* !52B2FA .

If we require equivarance, i.e., if we want to take into account the action of the group of gauge
transformationsG , then we have to replace the exterior derivative with the covariant exterior
derivative which we denote again by the symbols. So we have

s~B* !52B2FA2@B* ,c#,

and the ensuing transformation

sB5@B, c#1dAc2@B* , f#. ~IX.6!

It is interesting to compare~IX.6! with ~VII.6!. The main difference between the two equations is
that, in the second case, the operators applied toB producesonly fields, while it producesboth
fields and antifieldsin the first case. In the BV mechanism, antifields are added so to render the
operators nilpotent, i.e., so as to formally reconstruct a BRST operator. This is the case of the
topologicalBF theory. On the contrary, in the BFYM theory, antifields are unnecessary since the
BRST operator is nilpotent per se.

From the previous equations we have

E @~B1FA!v#DADB50,

and in particular,

] exp S

]B
'0,

FA exp~2S!5expS 2
1

2 E
M

Tr~B∧B! DB* FexpS 2E
M

Tr~B∧FA! D G
'2expS 2E

M
Tr~B∧FA! DB* FexpS 2

1

2 E
M

Tr~B∧B! D G
52B exp~2S!,

where' means up to a total derivative. When the action functional is the topologicalBF action
functional ~IX.2!, thenB* (x) is equivalent to the transformation~concentrated atx!

FA~x! 2B~x!. ~IX.7!

We now include the fields~with negative ghost number! A* ,c* ,c* ,f* conjugate respec-
tively to A,c,c,f. The BV equations are written in the following double-complex:
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The degrees corresponding to rows and columns in the above diagrams are, respectively, the
form degree and the ghost number. Notice that the form

c1A1B* 1c* 1f*

is formally a ‘‘connection’’ with ‘‘curvature’’

f1c2B1A* 1c* .

So the fieldB* allows the replacement, in the BV complex, ofFA with 2B in the structure
equations. This is consistent with transformation~IX.7! and with integration by parts in the
functional integral.

At the critical pointB52FA , or equivalently, if we setB* 50, we obtain, from the previous
complex, Eqs.~II.9! and ~II.10!.

In conclusion topological field theories of the cohomological type are described by the struc-
ture equations and the Bianchi identities of a suitable bundle whose cohomology is some kind of
equivariant cohomology. In topological field theories which are not of cohomological type, the
above description is not possible, but the BV mechanism, with the introduction of fields with
negative ghost number, allows us to recover, formallyoff-shell, the algebraic structure of equiva-
riant cohomology.

X. GAUGE FIXING AND ORBITS

In this section we would like to report briefly on the gauge-fixing problem for the action
functional ~I.4!.

The results of Secs. VI and VII imply that we have an exact BRST symmetry when we
consider the space of fieldsK* (TA3TB) and the symmetry group TG .

The action~I.4! is invariant underG aff and hence under its subgroup TG .
So the action~I.4! is naturally defined on the space

K* ~TA3TB!

TG
5K* S TA3TB

TG
D ;

the last identity is a consequence of the fact that the curvature mapK ~VII.7! commutes with the
action ofG and hence descends to a map

K:
A

G
→

A3B

G
.

We notice that the following bundles are isomorphic:

K* ~TA3TB!

TG
.

K* ~HA3TB!

G
, ~X.1!

the isomorphism being induced by the linear map

@A,h,B#TG  @A,hH,B2dAhV#G . ~X.2!

Here HA denotes the horizontal bundle defined by a connectionc on A and the superscript V
and H denote respectively the vertical and the horizontal projections.

In order to show that this map is well-defined on the equivalence classes we compute

~Ag,Adg21h1dAj,Adg21B1@FAg,j#!

 ~Ag,~Adg21h!H,Adg21B1@FAg,j#2dAg~~Adg21h!V1dAgj!!

5~Ag,~Adg21h!H,Adg21B2Adg21~dAhV!!.

It is immediate to check that~X.2! is injective and surjective.
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The action functional~I.4! is also invariant under the subgroup ofG aff given by the transla-
tions byV1(M ,ad P),

~A,h,B! ~A,h1t,B1dAt! tPV1~M ,ad P!. ~X.3!

When our space of fields is represented by@K* (HA3TB)#/G , then we have to consider
triples (A,h,B) with hPHAA. The action~X.3! now becomes

~A,h,B! ~A,h1tH,B1dAtH! tPV1~M ,ad P!. ~X.4!

The above action is of course not free, but the space of orbits is still a manifold, namely it is

A3B

G
;

K2* TB

G
, ~X.5!

whereK2 denotes the second component of the curvature map~VII.7!.
Different gauges are possible to describe the above orbit spaces. Let us clarify first what we

mean by ‘‘choice of the gauge’’ in the present framework.
We have the vector bundle

V ,K* ~HA3TB!→A ~X.6!

which is isomorphic to the vector bundle

~HA3B!→A.

The G -invariant fiber metric in HA and inB induces aG -invariant fiber metric inV .
Fixing a gauge means finding a vector bundleW so that we have aG -equivariant splitting

V 5HA% W .

The first obvious choice is to choose

W 5A3B. ~X.7!

In other words the gauge condition reads:h50, meaning that the elements ofW have zero
projection on HA. We refer to the above gauge as to thetrivial gauge.

In order to discuss the second choice of the gauge, we restrictA to belong to the open subset
of A, where the dimension of the space HarmA

1(M ,ad P) of harmonic 1-forms has the lowest
dimension~possibly zero!. Let us denote this open set by the symbolÂ.

The symmetry~X.4! indicates that we have at our disposal a second gauge fixing, namely, we
can impose onB the following condition^B,dAh&50, i.e., ^dA* B,h&50, ;hPHA. Here ^–,–&
denotes the inner product inV* (M ,ad P).

Our second gauge fixing is then a condition on bothh and BPB; namely, we requireh
PHAÂ andBPB̂, whereB̂ is a vector bundle of 2-forms overÂ defined by the condition

B̂A,$BPBudA* BP Im~dAuV0~M ,ad P!!%. ~X.8!

This choice corresponds to defining

W A5~HAÂ*HarmA
1~M ,ad P!! % B̂A .

Notice that the orthogonal projection ofW A on HAÂ is not any more zero, but it is given by
the orthogonal complement of the harmonic 1-forms.

We refer to the above gauge as thecovariant gauge.
Finally we consider theself-dual gauge.
We start by considering the projection on self-dual 2-forms;11 P1 :V2(M ,ad P)

→V2(M ,ad P)1. We now restrict ourselves to the open set of connections where the operator
DA,&P1dA :V1(M ,ad P)→V2(M ,ad P)1 is surjective. We denote byÃ such an open set.
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If we define also

DA,&dA :V2~M ,ad P!1→V3~M ,ad P!

and

DA,dA :V0~M ,ad P!→V1~M ,ad P!,

then we can consider the forms that are harmonic with respect to the operatorDA , for which we

use the notation Harm˜
A* (M ,ad P).

The self-dual gauge condition is now defined as follows:hPHAÃ andP1B50.
In this way we have defined

W A5~HAÃ*Harm̃A
1~M ,ad P!! % B2,

whereB2 is the space of anti-self-dual elements ofB.
Again the orthogonal projection ofW A on HAÂ is not zero, but it is given by the orthogonal

complement of the 1-forms that are harmonic with respect to the operatorDA .
Finally, we consider the equations of motion relevant to the action functional~I.4! and the

corresponding extrema.
Taking the directional derivatives at (A,h,B) in the directions (t,m,C) we get the equations

2t^@t,h#,B2dAh&1^B,* dAt&50,

^dAm,B2dAh&50,

t^C,B2dAh&1^C,* F&50.

Noticing that

^@t,h#,U&52^t,* @* U,h#&

for a generic 2-formU, we get

t@* B2* dAh,h#1dAB50,

dA* ~B2dAh!50,

t~B2dAh!1* FA50.

Owing to the Bianchi identity, the second equation is redundant and the first equation is equivalent
to the Yang–Mills equationdA* FA50. In summary, the equations of motions of~I.4! read

dA* FA50,
~X.9!

t~B2dAh!1* FA50.

At t51 the action functional~I.4! reads

SBFYM, h5 1
2^B2dAh1* FA ,B2dAh1* FA&2YM ~A!. ~X.10!

The points (A,h,B) satisfying the equation

B5dAh2* FA ~X.11!

are the minima of~X.10! once we have fixed the connectionA.
When the condition~X.11! is satisfied, then~X.10! reduces to the Yang–Mills action func-

tional ~up to a sign!.
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XI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have first discussed the differential geometry of the tangent bundle TP of a
G-principal bundleP. It is known that TP is a TG-principal bundle.

We have shown that the group of gauge transformations of TP includes, as a proper subgroup,
the tangent gauge group TG , namely, the tangent bundle of the group of gauge transformations on
P.

The tangent gauge group acts on the tangent bundle of the space of connectionsA of P, and
we have identified this tangent bundle with a subspace of the space of connections of TP.

Then we have considered topological and nontopological quantum field theories that admit the
tangent gauge group as their symmetry group.

It is known that:

~A! The structure equations and the Bianchi identities for the bundle
P3A

G

can be interpreted as the BRST equations for a topological quantum field theory~see Ref. 3!.
~B! By taking the restriction along aG -fiber of the bundleP3A, one obtains from the above

structure equations the BRST equations for the Yang–Mills theory.

In this paper we have first applied the ‘‘tangent functor’’ to the above cases~A! and ~B!.
Moreover, a special mixing of these two cases has been considered by taking the restriction to the
G -orbit of the bundle TP3TA.

In this way we have defined a theory that is ‘‘topological’’ when we consider the fields that
are represented by tangent vectors toA and coincides with the Yang–Mills theory when we
consider the connection itself.

The remarkable fact is that, in the above ‘‘semitopological’’ theory, one is able to extend the
BRST operator to fields represented by 2-forms. In other words one is allowed to consider field
theories that include not only tangent vectors to the space of connections, but also tangent vectors
to the space of the curvatures of connections.

The most important nontrivial example of these field theories is the four-dimensional BFYM
theory, which, in a separate paper,1 has been shown to be equivalent to the ordinary Yang–Mills
theory. The fact that 2-forms are among the fields of this theory can be exploited by considering
vacuum expectation values of observables depending on iterated loops~loops of loops! or on
imbedded surfaces in a four-dimensional manifold.4

The gauge fixing problem for the BFYM theory is discussed in the last section. In particular
the self-dual gauge and the covariant gauge are compared.

It is rather straightforward to extend all the above calculations to iterated tangent spaces.
Hence we have constructed a BRST complex that includes—besides the connectionA—2n11

21 fields which are 1-forms, 2n fields which are 2-forms and the relevant ghost fields. We are
investigating possible relations between this infinite BRST complex and SUSY models.

Finally, we have shown that~pure! topological field theories of theBF type do not have a
BRST operator related to some Lie algebra cohomology. In other words the BRST operator
considered in Ref. 3 doesnot extend to 2-forms. The way of dealing with topologicalBF theories,
from a field-theoretical point of view, is to resort to the Batalin–Vilkovisky formalism.
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